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ABSTRACT: A Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET) has become very important technology in security problem.
Recent intrusion detection have emerged an important technique for information security systems. M any
researchers have been done to improve the security for intrusion detection in MANET. In security, the
unattended replica nodes attack is extremely critical, because they allow the attacker to leverage, or else the
attacker may be able to capture the nodes, and then use them to injected fake data, data loss in network
communication. In this proposed work a fast and effective mobile replica node detected using the Sequential
Probability Ratio Test (SPRT) scheme in Game Theory. This work is to track the problem of replica node
attacks in Mobile Ad-hoc Network from intruders and provide the best security. This paper aims to detect the
intruders and increase the both speed and predictive accuracy. In this paper, the simulation experiments shown
for detecting the claims and increase the trust value by decrease the number of cla ims.
KEYWOR DS: Manet, Sequential Probability Ratio Test, Game Theory, Intrusion Detection.

I.

INTRODUCTION.

A Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET) is a collection of mobile nodes that using wireless network to
communicate with each other without predefine or static infrastructure, is an unstructured wireless network that
can be established temporarily, e.g. application for MANET are include deploy ment in battle field, s mall
network like universities, Disaster recovery Operations, Civilian environments, Mine site operation [9]. In such
a network, the nodes are mobile and can co mmun icate dynamically in an arbit rary manner. The network is
characterized by the absence of central administration devices such as source node or destination node. The
node plays an important role in the route discovery and route maintenance of the routes from the source to the
destination or fro m a node to another one. It’s a great challenge to such a network to provide a security to the
nodes from Intruders.
Intrusion detection models were introduced by Denning in 1987 and rather are a new technology.
Intrusion detection can be defined as a process of monitoring activit ies. An intrusion detection system (IDS)
collects activity informat ion and then analyzes it to determine whether there are an y activities that violate the
security rules. There are many mechanism used to find the intruders. Intrusion detection systems can be
categorized into two models: Signature-Based Intrusion Detection and Anomaly-Based Intrusion Detection.
Signature-Based Intrusion detection uses signatures of the attacks to detect the intrusion. This type of detection
monitors the network for finding a match between the network traffic and a known attack pattern. On the other
hand, Anomaly-Based Intrusion Detection creates a profile based on the normal behavior of the network [11].
The advantage of the anomaly-based detection is its ability to detect new attacks without any prior knowledge
about it.
This paper proposed a anomaly- based neighbor monitoring intrusion detection based on the traffic
profile of the node. The proposed approach uses the anomaly -based intrusion detection method. In this scenario,
the game theory is used to find the intrusion by sequential probability rat io test which check’s for normal and
ubnormal node using hypothesis testing. The reported work intends to reduce the number of claims, its lead to
increase the speed and accuracy in the network.
This paper is organized in the following way: Section II presents related work for intrusion detection
system (IDS). Section III describes the techniques used in existing work. Section IV describes about proposed
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work and its procedure. Section V describes the simulat ion and comparison results . Section VI provides
conclusion. Section VII describes future work. Sect ion VIII describes reference paper.
II.
RELATED WORKS.
The first solution for IDS in MANET was proposed by Anukool Lakh ina et al [ 2]. In their paper a
general method to diagnose anomalies. Their method is based on a separation of the high-dimensional space
occupied by a set of network traffic measurements into disjoint subspaces corresponding to normal and
anomalous network conditions. They show that their separation can be performed effectively by Principal
Co mponent Analysis. Using only simp le traffic measurements fro m lin ks, they study volume ano malies and
show that the method can: (a) accurately detect when a volume anomaly is occurring; (b) correct ly identify the
underlying origin-destination (OD) flo w which is the source of the anomaly; and (c) accurately estimate the
amount of traffic involved in the ano malous OD flow.
In a work reported by Chatzigiannakis et al.,[3] an anomaly detection approach that fuses data
gathered from different nodes in a distributed sensor network is proposed and evaluat ed. The emphasis of this
work is placed on the data integrity and accuracy problem caused by compro mised or malfunctioning nodes.
Their proposed approach utilizes and applies Principal Co mponent Analysis simu ltaneously on multiple metrics
received fro m various sensors. One of the key features of the proposed approach is that it provides an integrated
methodology of taking into consideration and combining effectively correlated sensor data, in a distributed
fashion, in order to reveal anomalies that span through a number of neighboring sensors. The efficiency and
effectiveness of the proposed approach is demonstrated for a real use case that utilizes meteorological data
collected fro m a distributed set of sensor nodes.
In a work reported by Chong Elkloo et al., [4] security is a critical challenge for creating robust and
reliable sensor networks. For examp le, routing attacks have the ability to disconnect a sensor network fro m its
central base station. In their paper, they present a method for intrusion detec tion in wireless sensor networks.
Their intrusion detection scheme uses a clustering algorithm to build a model of normal traffic behavior, and
then uses their model of normal traffic to detect abnormal traffic patterns.
In a work reported by Farid et al., [6] Their paper presents, theoretical overview of intrusion detection
and a new approach for intrusion detection based on adaptive Bayesian algorithm. Th is algorithm correctly
classify different types of attack of KDD99 benchmark intrusion detection dataset with high detection accuracy
in short response time. The experimental result also shows that, this algorithm maximize the detection rate (DR)
and minimized the false positive rate (FPR) fo r intrusion detection.
In a wo rk reported by Anjum. et al., [1] the intrusion detection community has been concentrating
mainly on wired networks. Techniques geared towards wireline networks would not suffice for an environ ment
consisting of Multihop wireless links because of the various differences such as lack of fi xed infrastructure,
mobility, the ease of listening to wireless transmissions, lack of clear separation between normal and abnormal
behavior in ad hoc networks, and consider the signature detection technique and investigate the ability of
various routing protocols to facilitate intrusion detection when the attack signatures are completely known.
Show that reactive ad-hoc routing protocols suffer fro m a serious problem due to which it might be difficult to
detect intrusions even in the absence of mobility. Mobility makes the problem of detecting intruders harder.
Also investigate a relationship between the probability of detecting an intrusion and the number of nodes that
must participate in the process of detecting intrusions.
In a work reported by Frullo et al., [12] presents a new approach that combines specification-based and
anomaly-based intrusion detection, mitigating the weaknesses of the two approaches while magnify ing their
strengths. The approach begins with state-machine specifications of network protocols, and augments these state
mach ines with informat ion about statistics that need to be maintained to detect anomalies. They present a
specification language in wh ich all of this informat ion can be captured in a succinct manner. Feature selection
was a crucial step that required a great deal of expertise and insight in the case of previous anomaly detection
approaches.
In a work reported by Hyeon et al., [7] developed Threshold Delay time sequence embedding in that n
length subsequences are extracted from the training set and the are assigned a probability given, P(subsequence)
= Frequency (subsequence) / total number of subsequences. During prediction the test sequence windows are
looked up in stored model and assigned corresponding probabilities. If the window had never occurred in the
training data then it is given a zero probability score. Now the sequence of symbols gets converted to a
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sequence of probabilities. These probabilit ies need to be combined to get an anomaly score. Different co mbin in g
methodologies were checked but log average was found to be superior.

In a work reported by Juha et al., [8] discuss about various generalizations of neural PCA (Principal
Co mponent Analysis)-type learning algorithms containing nonlinearit ies using optimizat ion-based approach.
Standard PCA arises as an optimal solution to several different information representation problems, and justify
that this is essentially due to the fact that the solution is based on the second -order statistics only. If the
respective optimization problems are generalized for nonquadratic criteria so that higher-order statistics are
taken into account, their solutions will in general be d ifferent. Their solutions define in a natural way, several
mean ingful extensions of PCA and give a solid foundation for them. In their framework the study more closely
generalizations of the problems of variance maximizat ion and mean-square error min imization. For these
problems, the derive gradient-type neural learn ing algorith ms both for symmetric and hierarch ic PCA-type
networks. As an important special case, the well-known Sanger's generalized Hebbian algorith m (GHA) is
shown to emerge fro m natural optimization problems.
In a work reported by Peyman et al., [11] the goal of PCA is to reduce the dimensionality of a data set
in which there are a large number of interrelated variables, wh ile retaining as much as possible of the variation
present in the data set .The extracted non correlated components are estimated fro m the eigenvectors of the
covariance matrix of the original variables. The objective of the anomaly detection algorithm is to provide an
efficient and effective methodology of fusing and combin ing data of heterogeneous monitors that spread
throughout the network, in order to provide a generalized framework, capable of detecting a wide range of
classes of anomalies, such as the ones created randomly by faulty nodes or others that result fro m coordinated
compro mised nodes. In their work, th is is achieved by applying a PCA -based approach simultaneously on one
or more mon itored metrics.
In a work reported by Sapon et al., [13] introduces a new approach that addresses data contamination
problems fro m attacks in unattended wireless sensor networks. They propose a sliding -window based spatiotemporal correlat ion analysis called Abnormal Relationships Test (ART)” to effectively detect, respond and
immune to inserted spoofed data from both various -ID impersonators and compro mised nodes. Also a
systematic approach is given to identify the approp riate sliding window size and correlation coefficient
threshold. Their study shows that correlation property of observed phenomenon is not always transitive,
different phenomenon from same set of nodes at the same or different period of time can have diffe rent
correlation coefficients.
In a work reported by Sutharshan et al., [14] identify ing misbehaviors is an important challenge for
monitoring, fau lt diagnosis and intrusion detection in wireless sensor networks. A key problem is how to
minimize the commun ication overhead and energy consumption in the network when identifying misbehaviors.
Their approach to this problem is based on a distributed, cluster-based anomaly detection algorithm. While
minimize the co mmunication overhead by clustering the sensor measurements and merging clusters before
sending a description of the clusters to the other nodes.
In a work reported by Tu-Liang et al., [15] investigated some intrusion detection techniques using
mach ine learning and proposed a profile based neighbor mon itoring intrusion detection method. Further analysis
shows that the features collected by each node are too many for wireless devices with limited capacity, and can
apply Markov Blanket algorith m to the feature selection of the intrusion detection method. Experimental studies
have shown that Markov Blanket algorith m can decrease the number of features dramat ically with very similar
detection rate.
In a wo rk reported by Xia Wang et al., [ 16] they proposed Markovian based intrusion detection
techniques that underlying hypothesis of this class of technique is that the next event can be predicted by
looking at a short history of past events. They use the short memory property of sequences which has been
shown to exist across domains. The history window can be f ixed or variab le. Length of the window is n.
In a work reported by Yonggung et al., [18] They the vulnerabilities of wireless networks and argue
that must include intrusion detection in the security architecture for mobile computing environment, and
developed an architecture and evaluated a key mechanism in this architecture, anomaly detection for mobile ad hoc network, through simulation experiments. To build ano maly detection models for mob ile wireless networks.
Detection based on activities in different network layers may differ in the format and the amount of available
audit data as well as the modeling algorith ms.
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III.
Existing Method.
The existing work based on profile based monitoring intrusion detection based on the traffic profile of
the node. Feature selection is used to imp rove its performance to reduce the dimensionality of the network
features. This reduction may lead to decrease intrusion detection speed, since the IDS would have fewer features
to analyze. Network features such as movement and number of the nodes are also considered in this work [11].
PCA is a classic technique in statistical data analysis, feature extraction and data compression. Goal is
to introduce a smaller set of variab les in a set of mult ivariate measurements with less re dundancy. The header of
the packet has a list of nodes addresses to pass it in source routing. At first, source route discovers the path to
the source node. All nodes can listen to the packets in the DSR routing network. Nodes can update the routing
informat ion in cache table based-on available paths in packet header for fu rther usages.

IV.

Proposed Work.

There are many techniques that can be used for monitoring the nodes and analyzing the results. In the
proposed method of approach, a anomaly -based intrusion detection technique is used with sequential hypothesis
testing in Game theory.
A.SEQUENTIAL HYPOTHESIS TE STING.
In the proposed technique, Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT) is to find the intrusion by Fast and
effective replica node, improves the communicat ion, computation, and storage overheads [9]. And the gametheoretic model is to find the attacker and defender of their respective optimal strategies.
In the principal co mponent analysis each profile includes the features of source address, d estination
address, route request from node, and send packet. In RREQ and RREP the Sequential Probability Ratio Test is
used to find the intrusion. In RREQ the hypothesis testing is used to find the normal and ubnormal node. The
RREP is used to find the bit checking [11].
SPRT on every mobile node using a null hypothesis, that the mobile node has not been replicated and
an alternate hypothesis that it has been replicated. A two player game model is to interaction between the
attacker and the defender, when they derive the optimal attack and defense strategies. And show that the
attacker’s gain in respective optimal strategies. A game-theoretic model is to claim response and quarantine
defense. For an e.g. a network is taken with 60 nodes in that first a path is selected between source node and
destination node. In that game theory will find the claims nodes in that path, by using SPRT a new path is
selected without any claims. Then the Imp roved Principal Co mponent Analysis (IPCA) will send a key to the
path which without claims. A node in the path will send REQ to another node, that node will REPLY to the
REQ node if the key matches between the nodes they transfer the DATA between them. Finally the nodes in the
path will send KEY to the one-hob neighbor node, if the key matches the node is Active. When key does not
matches means the node is Idea.

V.

Simulation Result.

The following metrics to evaluate the performance of our scheme:
(1)

Nu mber of Claims: The number of claims required for the base station to decide whether a node has been
replicated or not.
False Positive: The erro r probability that a benign node is misidentified as a rep lica node.
False Negative: The error probability that a replica node is misidentified as a benign node.
For each execution, we obtain each metric as the average of the results of the SPRTs that are repeated.

(2)
(3)

A. SIM ULATION PROCE DURE .
The proposed scheme is simu lated using following performance parameters .



Control Overhead: It’s defined as the number of control packets (RQ/ RP packets) needed to establish
routes to all destinations from a source.
End- to-End Delay: It’s define as the inter arrival of packet time with total data packet delivery time.
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Normalized Average Trust Value: It co mpare claim nodes with normal nodes of a network.

B. COMPARISON RESULT.
The simulat ion is carried out on network simulator NS2.34. The analysis of performance parameters
are given in the fo llo wing scenario.
Control Overhead = No o f Control RREQ
+
No of Control RREP
Total control packet

Figure 1. Control Overhead.
The Control Overhead is also reduced in IPCA.

Figure2. End-to-End Delay
End-to-End Delay = Inter arrival of first Packet t ime
−
Inter arrival of second packet time
Total data packets deliver time.
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The End-to-End Delay is also reduced in IPCA.

Figure3. Normalized Average trust value.
Normalized Average trust value is compare claim nodes with normal nodes of a network. In this IPCA g ive
better performance when co mpare with normal PCA.

Figure 4. Average number of claims.
The average number of claims is compare with true positive and true negative values; the values are 0.01 and
0.1

Fig5. Average number of claims (vs.) Distance (m)
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The average number of claims (vs.) Distance (m) co mpare only with true positive values, the values are 0.01 and
0.1

VI.

Conclusion.

In this paper, a anomaly based intrusion detection approach in MANET was presented. We have
proposed a replica detection scheme for mobile networks based on the SPRT. And we analytically demonstrated
the limitations of attacker strategies for providing the secured path without any claims. The results of these
simu lations show that our technique quickly detects mobile replicas with a s mall nu mber of locatio n claims.

VII.

Future Work.

In this paper, DSR protocol is selected as routing protocol. Ad -hoc On Demand Vector (AODV) can
also be selected for the routing. And also do not investigate cooperation amongst the various nodes in the
intrusion detection subsystem. Trying to identify attacks based on incomplete in formation is also not pursued.
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